The First Amendment protects the right to gather information about what public officials do in public and matters of public interest. A new bill could deter individuals from recording law enforcement officers – and violate First Amendment protections.

House Bill 11, Alex (R-Hialeah), makes it a misdemeanor for any person, after receiving a warning from law enforcement not to approach, to approach or remain within 30 feet of a law enforcement officer with the intent to interrupt, disrupt, impede, or interfere with the law enforcement officers’ ability to perform such a duty.

The bill does not define impede or interfere and could be used to arrest individuals who continue to film law enforcement after a warning. The press and public may be discouraged from filming police.

The First Amendment Foundation is participating in the USA Today Network’s A Community Thrives grant program. Our aim is expand our internship program and create educational resources for high school students. We want to equip the next generation with the necessary tools to access records, meetings, and participate in the government decision-making process.

This week, the organizations that receives the most unique donations get an additional $4,000. Any gift above $5 counts as unique. All contributions are welcome! Donations must be made on our A Community Thrives page.
Can a school board restrict speech "personally directed" to board members?"

*Florida Today*'s Bailey Gallion spoke to FAF's Virginia Hamrick on the limits boards can place under the First Amendment and Sunshine Law – and details a federal case finding a speaking restriction (used by Florida governments) unconstitutional.